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ABSHUG? 

Irevioue heat budget studies have not acesc»t«*l fer dl 

physical processes adequately due to lack of data. Hie availablillty 

of new ocean and weather data made it desirable to recxamine the hsat 

budget of an ocean water ecluiin over a short ties interval, taking 

into account more completely than before the effects of all physical 

processes which can be computed. Such a study Is reported here, with 

the view that a first step toward forecasting such changes is to 

determine which physical processes have Important effects on the bast 

energy changes of an ocean water column. Such a coluan, fixed in 

space, includes a changeable water mass extending from the ocean stn>. 

face to a level of no thermal change with time. 

The effects of solar and back radiation, evaporation and 

vertical adveetion of the thermocline probably are important in 

determining trends of heat energy change In such an ocean column. 

Sorth Atlantic Ocean Heather Ship "C data were studied for the 

autumn seasons of 194*?, 1948 and 1949. 

The unexplained residual change behaves in a manner sug- 

gesting it may include effects of horizontal advectlon (not estimated 

bora) as a large portion. The residual also Includes all the error, 

effects of smoothing data and inaccuracies of estimating methods. 

A superposition of successive weekly bathythermograph 

traces (BT's) indicates the trend of variation in the area betweea 
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the tve ST'a is related te the explained awnast @f therseal efeanje is 

t&e oes-sa column.   Ta© s^erpoe^ process represents subtraction of 

heat change ©cctsriag uniformly at all depths in the colussa,.   Hence 

such a subtraction could represent removal of a contribution to energy 

change fro© horisontal adveetioa, 

A wsather-oceaj?, interaction modal la suggested by relation- 

ships between time variation of ocean parameters and five-day mean 

sea level pressure patterns for the autumn of 1948.   Data from 1947 

and 1949 suggest such patterns may persist far a season, but may vary 

markedly from year to year* 

The heat gain of the ocean column for the 1948 autumn 

almost equalled the heat loss, thus achieving a nesr heat energy 

balasce.    This suggests again that advection of warmer water into tfes 

column has compensated for the heat losses due to decreasing solar 

and beck radiation and increasing evaporation as the season progressed. 

For 1947 and 1949 no such balance was attained, however. 

The suggested ocean-weather relationships should be studied 

with sew data to establish possible forecasting techniques.    Estimates 

of the ijgportane© of horizontal advection in this problem should be 

made as sufficient data become available. 
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aratoDucnai 

She heat budget for the earth's hydrosphere has been 

stalled previously far limited teier^mli! of the tias scale, 

Sverdrup (1942), Jacobs (1951) and Gochrase (1950) made stadias of 

seesonel and annual averag® cseditions.   Bretschneide.? (1952) sad 

Sehule (1953) have considered the beet budget of an ©cess water 

column over tine Intervals of one week or less, 

Sverdrup gives the beet balance for all ocean surfaces 

between 70°H and 70°S for average conditions, as computed by Mosby 

(1936); of the total incoming radiation from sea and sky, 53$ is 

used for evaporation, 41$ goes back to the atmosphere as long-wave 

radiation frca the sea surface, and 6% is conducted back to the 

atmosphere aa sensible beat.    It is pointed out that tc^ specific 

regions over short time intervals account oust be made of both the 

heat transported into or out of the region by currents or mixing 

and the heat used locally to change the temperature of the water. 

Jacobs examined the energy exchange between ocean and 

atmosphere due to sensible heat and evaporation.   Computations were 

made for the northern hemisphere oceanic regions on a seasonal and 

annual basis.   Consideration was not made of either the effect of 

long-wave radiation from the s-a surface, or the exchange between 

ocean heat energy and kinetic energy of currant, ware or tidal 

motions.   Large variations from the seasonal or annual average 

amounts are to be expected on an instantaneous basis, according 

to Jacobs,    Investigation of such brief non-periodic fluctuations 

in energy exchange needs to be emphasized in future work* 
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On a smaller scale, both in time sad space, Coehrane 

studied the heat budget of a water column located in the north 

Pacific Ocean (30° H, 1*0° W). A nearly balanced budget resulted 

for the eoluaa ever a time interval of three to four Booths. 

Gcchraae found that horizontal advection affecting the water eoluaa 

can be a significant part of the heat budget below a depth of 200 

feet during the aonths of June through October. 

Using a limited amount of data, Bretsehneider made a 

study of daily heat balance for a water column in the North Atlantic 

Ocean. The changes in structure from day to day were measured in a 

hypothetical water column of unit cross-section, extending from the 

surface of the ocean throughout the depth of the mixed layer. Such 

measurements were necessarily of a "local" nature, measuring energy 

changes of random water particles as they moved through the water 

column. Consequently, the thermal considerations involved edvective 

effects. 

The basic procedure which aretsehneider employed will be 

of interest in the present study. Bretsehneider regarded total 

energy change within the mixed layer as the sum of components, each 

of which is independently contributed by a particular physical process. 

He divided total energy change into campanenta  contributed by radia- 

tion, evaporation, lateral advection and other physical processes as 

shown in Table 1. 

Plots of temperature versus dspt-h were sutda for a particular 

time in the ocean by the bathythermograph (BT), On a single graph, 
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Depth* 3 

i 
1 ' 

JSI 
Total Heat Chang* 

i 
i     i 

i i 

Temperature, T —->• 

Bretschneidsrfs Method of 
Computing Total Heat Change 

riuuu   ^ 

TABLE i 

Energy Changes from BT, to BT2 

TOTAL = 270 Ft-Deg. F» 

RADIVTJOH 
EVAPCRATICK 
ADVECTION 
OTHSE 

=  10 Ft-Deg. F 
= -60 Ft-Deg. F 
=  20 Ft-Deg. F 
s 300 Ft-Deg. F 

270 Ft-Deg. F 

one may then plot BT traces for the saae location, but at two differ- 

ent tisss end obtsin enclosed between the tvo curves (see 

Figure 1). This area represents the total change la theraal energy within 

* See Appendix for discussion of unit "Ft-Deg, F*, 
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the water present above the thermoeline in a vertical column at a 

geographical Iocs .*on during a day. 

For the same time interval, BreisehneMer devised methods 

far computing the contributions to the total energy change due to 

radiation, evaporation and lateral adveetion, Oa the basis of these 

observations and computations a heat budget balance was sought for 

the water column over time intervals of one day. However, it 

appeared no balance was achieved between the contributions of the 

processes Bretschneider studied for one-day intervals during that 

particular autumn. This does not preclude consideration for longer 

periods of time being successful, especially when accounting for 

contributions of physical factors which Bretschneider did not include. 

Schule has considered the change In heat content and the re- 

distribution of heat within the top 100 feet of a water column, over 

short time intervals. Actual radiation measurements were used. The 

evaporation and molecular conduction exchange with the atmosphere 

were estimated through use of a single relationship developed by 

Jacobs in 1942, decoding on the wiadspsed and on differences be- 

tween air and ocean in tesperature and vapor pressure. The report 

included estimates of internal wavas at the thersaoeliise. k  success- 

ful trial forecast of redistribution of heat energy change within the 

column was made for a week in advance, assuming perfect forecasts of 

meteorological parameters affecting the thermal structure. 

Each of these contributions is important in the basic under- 

standing of ocean energy relations, and has provided information with- 

in its particular sphere of oceanic region and time interval. Many 
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questions remain to be answered, however, concerning the behavior of 

the ocean in the general aspects of both space and tine. A dis- 

cussion of a few of the unanswered questions will illustrate the 

complexity of the ocean heat balance problem. 

The water column under discussion is not a fixed mass of 

water. The particles of water are in constant motion so that they 

are piled vertically for only an instant within the chosen fixed 

boundaries. Then, in response to the unique history of forces 

affecting it, each particle moves away in its own direction to be- 

come a part of the mass in other water colunms at later times. 

The heat energy changes within such a water column are 

influenced by several factors. When the thermocline becomes shallow, 

a large portion of the column contains cold water; thus the warm 

mixed layer contributes relatively little to the heat energy of the 

cduiuXi. As tuo biiennociiue deepens, tne warm water of the mixed 

layer plays a more prominent role in the total beat energy of the 

water column. In the first example, the heat energy of the water 

column is low; in the second example, it is relatively high. 

The effects of solar radiation, tack radiation, evaporation, 

conduction and precipitation are imposed through the top of the water 

column. Other factors which affect the heat energy of the column in- 

clude conduction and advection of energy laterally through the water 

column sides. 

In this moving mass of water, affected by so many outside 

influences, it may be surprising if one can attain any heat energy 

balance that can be measured. Whether or not such a balance can be 
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attained depends largely on how accurately the effects of outside 

Influences can be estimated. Tae space and time variation of these 

influences, and the interdependence among them are important con- 

siderations in this regard. If the space or tin* variation of sn 

outside influence is small, then estimates obtained fron data samples 

should approximate average conditions. When the influences are re- 

lated to one another it is possible that an internal smoothing of 

effects occurs so that the net resulting influence on the heat budget 

of a water column varies smoothly within a small range of values* 

Such a smooth variation would materially aid in forecasting 

the effects of such outside influences on the heat content of the 

water column, eventually leading to forecasting time changes in the 

thermal structure of the column. 

It remains to be determined whether previous heat budget 

studies of the ocean have provided evidence concerning variation 

and interdependence of outside influences which affect the ocean 

heat energy. 

The basic question before us may be stated: 

What is the dominant influence (or influences) 
which affects the ocean heat energy changes at 
a fixed location over a short time interval? 

Once this is answered, the problem of forecasting changes 

in the Influence, end hence in the ocean heat energy, say be taken 

up. If more than one influence appears to be important, knowledge 



of relationships between the Influences may aid the forecasting 

aspects of the problem. 

When one examines the studies above for an answer to the 

basic question, it appears that ouch work remains to he dons in this 

regard. Sverdrup and Jacobs used the conservation of energy princi- 

ple in computing energy budgets for the oceans of the northern hemi- 

sphere cs an annual basis. This in turn gives a check on seasonal 

contributions for total oceanic areas. Such data, so veil smoothed 

in time and including all oceanic space within a hemisphere, should 

indeed give a balanced heat budget annually, with the possible ex- 

ception of that portion advected into the region from the southern 

hemisphere. Small, accelerations and time lags which could be impor- 

tant terms in short term energy balance considerations are smoothed 

to become negligih"'- quantities in annual considerations. Hence, 

such annual heat budget considerations do not answer the question 

posed by short term energy considerations. 

Cochrane has chosen an area for study which apparently 

lies within a horizontally homogeneous water mass, lhua advective 

effects on a water column are minimized, and the question remains 

unanswered concerning a balanced heat budget within regions influ- 

enced by advection. 

Schule has been concerned with the redistribution of heat 

within the upper portions of a water column, which is vital of course 

in direct forecasting applications. The balance of a heat budget 

for the water column was not directly attacked in this study. 
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Bretaehneider assumed a balanced budget existed withia 

the mixed layer of & water column over a daily interval, and set 

about to evaluate the contributions of physical processes related 

to the heat content of the column,. Each contribution was estimated 

from actual data and linear addition provided an explained sum of 

heat added or subtracted from the water column each day. The re- 

mainder was evaluated between this explained amount and the amount 

of change actually observed, and the remainder was often of the 

same order as the total heat change within the mixed layer. Pro- 

cesses other than those Bretschnelder considered appear to be 

capable of affecting the heat content of a water column, such as 

verticsl sdvectiou. In addition, heat changes do occur below the 

mixed layer depth (which is usually well above the depth of no 

appreciable change with time) and these vere neglected by Bret- 

schnelder. 

None of the studies mentioned adequately determines the 

Influence having the most effect on ocean heat energy when dealing 

with short time intervals and liaited oceanic regions. To find 

that dominant influence (or influences), an investigation seemed 

warranted to consider the heat balance of a total column of ocean 

water for periods of a week or less. This investigation should be 

made from new and comprehensive data and should include the effects 

of all known physical processes which may be estimated using the 

best techniques available* 
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The authors consequently have undertaken such a study, 

using sane modifications of techniques suggested is earlier studies, 

as well as sons techniques which are nevly developed and not pre- 

viously used in this manner0 Aa extensive body of recent data has 

been investigated. 
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HEAT BUDGET STUDY 

The test station was chosen to be the one having available 

the largest amount of simultaneous meteorological and oceanographlc 

data.   This station is Weather Slip "C» located at 52%5« North 

Latitude M*S 35°30' West Longitude in the North Atlantic Ocean* 

Data records are available for most of the period 1947-49. 

The study of the water column vas made to include all 

aonreeinble thermal change with timst the sl?*^ thus extended to a 

depth of about 200 meters.    In contrast to Bretschneider*s technique, 

fl wyhnwti rmm nf tta thsrsoclins here affect the heat budget of the 

total column.    The interval between observed thermal structures was 

chosen as seven days.    Five-day moving average traces were used to 

ostain curves having ^conservative" characteristics through elimi- 

nation of the apparently random fluctuations occurring in very short 

+• 4MA       4 •»• ^—B* 1 m <34lP»^«       ••" W#»       ***+**. ***m       ^ttAWHsl        ai«<*Mf«««>M       *»•*«•.*»—-_ -_-+• 1 ww       «•.— _ w.i mSm     •••*»* wmmmmu e»s • «ww     WMW     wyyei     «»»*w* — * •     wtw uvwvu w    nyww* »-»****^-j      wvw— 

sesses relatively few anomalous features during the autumn season 

at middle latitudes compared with other seasons of the year, this 

study was confined to the autumn season. 

It is realized that boundary influences (wind, sunshine, 

atmospheric pressure, etc.) which affect the heat content of a water 

eoiusa are dependent upon one another, possibly to the extent that 

computations would never account for such dependence. Hew ever, the 

resulting physical processes (i.e., advection, conduction, radiation, 

etc.) sake independent contributions to the water column beat change' 
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Adopting a technique similar to that used ey Bretschneider, 

the effects of the known physical processes which can be evaluated 

were summed for each week. Then a residual unexplained heat change 

was evaluated by finding the difference between actual observed heat 

change and the amount explained by known physical processes. This 

residual represents the effects of all unevaluated physical processes, 

accelerations, the summed error in all evaluations and the effects 

which enter from the nature of the computing process. In particular, 

smoothing observed BT eta*wea introduces effects from boundary influ= 

ences which occur outside the period used in evaluating affects of 

physical processes. While the latter enters into the residua] amount, 

there is little evidence at present to indicate that sizable error 

is being introduced through this smoothing process. With the reser- 

vation that the errect or smoothing deserves additional attention at 

a later time, it has been assumed negligible for the purposes of this 

study, .'.n examination of the behavior of this -•ssidual Sj&sust say 

offer suggested answers to the question posed above. 

The focus of such data analysis should be toward usefulness 

in forecasting the thermal structure of the ocean. Whether or not 

the ocean attains a heat balance which can be computed is informatics* 

useful In short range ocean forecasting problems, itay Inferred re- 

lationships between the boundary influences likewise is useful, Any 

new Information regarding the manner in which the ocean functions» or 

new relationships between the parameters which may be detected will 

aid In this objective. 
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For the heat budget study, a relationship was used of 

the form 

A- m   A§ + Ag + Ag + Ap + Ap. 

Arp Is the total beat change in the water column during the 

select-fid time interval for this study, one week. 

Ag is the heating in the column due to solar radiation, 

computed on an average basis. 

Ag is back radiation from the top surface of the water 

column to the atmosphere and space. 

Ag Is the cooling of the column due to evaporation of water 

from the column's top surface. 

Ag is dynamic adjustment of the thermocline in response to 

changes in atmospheric wind shear above the column (a function of air 

pressure distributing V 

Ap is the unexplained residual amount of heat change. Sample 

computations of each of these components «re givsn in the Appendix. 

There are other factors which were not considered specifi- 

cally in previous heat budget estimates which deserve mention. The 

addition of water to the surface of the column as precipitation changes 

the total mass of the eoluam, and the average precipitation for this 

station is about 40 inches per year (see Plate IX Hatrrwitz and Austin). 

As a first approximation assume half of this amount falls in the autusa 

season; then 20/90 inch (or 0.5 cm) per day would fall; for seven days 

this would amount to about 4 ea. If this added precipitation is at 
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20°C, them SO g&-cai./week would be added, distributed creer ab&xt 200 

feet of water in the mixed layer. Then approximately 0,8 ft-deg. F 

would be added per week under these maximum conditions. Compared 

with solar radiation amounts of 50 to 160 ft-deg* F and back radia- 

tion amounts of 1A to 33 ft-deg. F, the amount of heat energy trans» 

f erred by precipitation is negligible. 

Conduction of heat from the ocean surface to the atmosphere 

was assumed to be 6% of the total amount on a yearly basis by Kosby 

(see above). Bowen Ratio estimates for the ocean are about 0.10 on 

the average (Sverdrup, 1942, quotes Angstrom, 1920), indicating that 

energy conducted to the atmosphere represents about 10% of the energy 

used in the fora of evaporation free the ocean surface. Such an 

estimate then would give 3 to 25 ft-deg. F per week. Thus heat con- 

duction from the ocean surface would also be a negligible amount in 

comparison with the other large amounts involved. Energy amounts 

due to precipitation and conduction from the ocean surface probably 

lie within the magnitude of error involved in estimating the energy 

amounts resulting from other processes. 

Non-adveetive lateral transfer of energy from the water 

column Into adjacent water cannot be estimated without a dejssc net- 

work of data. Lacking these data, such energy transfer will be 

included in the residual, Ap, the energy change unexplained by the 

various physical processes. In addition to these contributions, the 

residual term will also include the effects of horizontal advectios of 

heat energy, which cannot be satisfactorily estimated with present data. 
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BESCIESICH OF THE COMPONENTS 

Ay: The Total Thermal Change 

The tot si thenaal shang© of a water column wixnia a seven- 

day period was measured In the following ways BT traces -were plotted 

on graph paper for the end points of the tlass interval. The area 

enclosed between the t*ro curves, from the ocean surface to the depth 

where the curves coincided and remained together, (or to a tuadmm 

depth of 200 meters in case coincidence was not attained) was mea- 

sured by planimeter and recorded in ft-deg. F of thermal energy 

change per seven days. Note this procedure varies from that of 

Bretschnsidsr, who considered only energy changes above the themo— 

cllne. Careful checks of this measurement were made, with strict 

limits on acceptable tolerance of variation in successive measure- 

ments of the area (see Appendix). This procedure was carried out 

for five-day moving average BT curves centered on the end days of 

the interval. The resulting areas (in ft-deg. ?) ere recorded in 

column 8 of Tables U,  5 and 6. 

A3: The Average Seasonal Change in Solar Radiation 

The average seasonal change in solar radiation minus an 

average albedo amount of £2% has been estimated for our station from 

data given by Fritz (1951). The figure of KS% albedo was chosen for 

use with the reservation that any one albedo constant does not repre- 

sent the effect of variable cloudiness on solar radiation reflection 

over short periods of time. 
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Fritz (1951) suggests an albedo of 355? as an average amount 

of solar reflection frea the earth, assuming a noraal elsud ww of 

Si£ for till regions.   Ths Atlas of RMffift-ftw Charts of £hg. Oceans 

(193^) shows an average cloudiness of 7/10 coverage of prsdcjsisantly 

middle and low clouds during the autumn season at Station "C"s 

Assuming that the albedo is a function of cloudiness alone (this is 

almost correct, according to Fritz) then 

3* x 35 • 45.556 

which is nearly equivalent to the albedo figure chosen above. Ihe 

agreement would be exact if the cloudiness were 65% rather than TQjS 

coverage. Ihe albedo figure which has long been used for the earth 

is 42&. 

The solar radiation amounts computed thus have bees checked 

Lendsberg (1945) and all the estimates agree reasonably well (see 

Figure 2). Bretschneider estimated approximately the same average 

net radiation. The graph showing the variation of solar radiation in 

ft-deg. F is given in Figure 2. Values of solar radiation far each 

time interval are shown in column 2 of Tables 4, 5 and 6. 

ABs The Effective Back Radiation from the Ocean Surface 

The effective back radiation from the ocean surface repre- 

sents the difference between the long-wave radiation going out from 

the ocean surface and the long-wave radiation received back from the 

atmosphere. Sverdrup (1942) has prepared a graph to estimate this 
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radiation as a fraction of relative humidity and ocean surface 

psratures according to results of Angstrom in 1920. Average valsise 

of oeean surface temperatures and relative humidities were computed 

for saea of the periods Evolved. these vere used to enter Table 25 

of Swrdrup (which assumes clear skies) for estimates of effective 

back radiation, %t  ^ the various periods. Sverdrup (1942. p. 113} 

notes if the sky is completely covered by altestratus clouds,, the 

above compatad values of radiation (QQ) are reduced to 4/H) C^, while 

for a atr&td-cumulus overcast the figures are reduced to 1/10 flu. 

Prom Jhj At^s o£ nHina*r|f Charts of the Pecans (charts 70,74,78,82, 

86,90,94) these two type* of clouds predominate at the nC" Station 

location in the autumn but only up to 1/10 coverage rather ihisn over* 

cast. A factor of 3/10 % sserned a reasonable value to use to account 

for average cloud eoR*i?.i•35.c Zb- results srs >uuwu in caiman 3 or 

tables 4, 5 and 6, 

Ag* The evaporation from the Ocean Surface 

Jacobs {1951} has developed a method which estimates 

evaporation amounts from synoptic weather observations. 3he theo- 

retical approach used by Montgomery and others in the study of 

* this does not account for back radiation In a complete 
A study is planned which will account for daily cloudiness vari- 
ation in estimating back radiation amounts, insofar as present 
information regarding relations of cloud thickness, height, type, 
and amount to back radiation will permit. 
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diffusion of water vapor lias bean incorporated into a formula using 

readily available weather dates 

E   «   2.6 x l(T6(jiiew-ea)ws + 3.5 Mfe^TeTSQin fla/ca2-!*. 

N represents the fraction of faydrcdynftinical] y smooth wind 

observations with windspeede of 6.5 */sec. or leis,  (ws); M repre- 

sents the fraction of hydrodynsmically rough wind observations taken 

with windspeeds greater than 6.5 m/sec.,  (w^); &V represents vapor 

pressure at the water surface and ea represents the vapor pressure set 

the height of wind measurement.    The bars denote average quantities 

over the time interval involved.    By the use of appropriate conver- 

sion factors* this transforms into: 

C1 3 > 
%   =   -0.5058 } 2 (ey- ea)w8+  3.5 2 (e,,- ©a^in ft-deg. F par 

Co 1 —'tigs interval. 

Ag   -   energy used for evaporation from the water column for 
th? t-i*** interval. 

i + J     ~   total observations for the interval. 

The usual time Interval used is seven days.    Values of A* were com- 

puted for each interval end are shown in column 4 of Tables 4» 5 and 6. 

Bretschnaider used Dalton's evaporation aquation with 

constants as evaluated by Hunk in 1947 (see Bretschneider, 1952, p. 9). 

Sis equation is siMiar to the oasis equation of Montgomery, which 

h«a b^sR sodified by Jacobs  to the form xasd 1st this study*    "Hbs 

weekly values of % presented here are of the same magnitude or smaller 

than iarets-chaeider's daily values. 

*   See computation of Agg Appendix. 
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For comparison purposes, the Lake Heftier empirical 

evaporation equation from Ruasel (1952) was used to estimate 

evaporation amounts, as shown below. 

The Lake Hefner equation is surprisingly simple In farm* 

E s 6*25 x 1Q"4 Ug (eQ- eg) 

E s evaporation In en/3 hours 

ug * windspeed in knots at eight meters height 

w|j — www*       twjnM       j-u. wpwtu  <-»     «*W      Wg     »*w,£. *. ovwv 

eg = water vapor pressure at eight meters height 

uouwa      og     -     u> IJU  z.   |_i*   VOQ— og y j 

where A£ is evaporation in ft-deg. F/veek; u is in knots1 e^ and 

eg in Inches of mercury and 2 is number of three-hourly observa- 

tions per week. 

It is evident that application of the Lake Hefner equa- 

bxuii   vw   hue   uvcoii  may   UB   J-Li   oeiiuus   KTST  WUBB  BOB   canBUorv   WJMS 

environmental contrast of Lake Hefner in Oklahoma to the open 

Atlantic Ocean. 

Table 2 shows a comparison of evaporation amounts compu- 

ted by the Jacobs maH by the Lake ifefner formulas! 
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Data 

1947 

Sent 1- 7 
8-U 

15-21 
22-28 

29-0ct. 5 
6-12 

22-28 
29-Hov. 3 

6-12 

TABU 2 

Evaporation Aaonsst Estimates 

Jacobs 
Ft-Deg. F 

- 50 
-119 
- 72 
- 21 
- 68 
-H5 
- 93 
-145 
-T71 

TOTALS -884 

«4 
Lake Heffcer 
Ft-Deg. P 

- 25 
- 55 
- 12 
- 16 
-33 
-61 
-41 
- 68 
_ m 
- ••«. 

^U5 

VS 

AVG. 

2.00 
2.16 
i  m 

1.31 
2.06 
2.38 
2.27 
2.13 
2.31 

2.13 

loza 

Sept. 

HOT. 

TOTALS 

•LVV* 

Sept. 

Oct. 

JScv, 

TOTALS 

6-12 - 35 
13-19 - 63 
20-26 - 29 

•uCu.    J -103 
4-10 -260 

11-17 -163 
18-24 - 71 
25--?l -JiFG 

2- 7 -153 
7-13 - 74 

14-20 -149 
21-27 -102 
28-30 - 57 

-1472 

1- 7 -142 
8-10 - 27 

17-23 - 18 
24-30 - 63 
1- 7 - 25 
8-13 -107 
9-15 -123 

16-18 -110 
23-29 - 35 

-650 

- 17 
- 37 
- U. 
-6e 
-112 
- 68 
-36 
- ¥2 
- 70 
- 33 
-69 
-43 
- 27 

-fJiA 

- 61 
- 24 
- 12 
- 28 
- 10 
-45 
- 52 
- 46 
•» 19 

-287 

Am 

2.06 
1.70 

l.si 
2.32 
2.40 
1.97 
2.26 
2.19 
2.24 
2.16 
2.37 
2.11 

AFS. 

2.33 
1.93 
1.50 
2.25 

2.3S 
2.37 
2.39 
1.84 

2.26 
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A-J   3Jn c^tM* S£ 3&& Thoraocllne Degth ig, Response t£ 
—   WmsSKm Wbw*? 

The change of the theraocllsa depth in response to atmes- 

pberio influences (i.e., wind stress) will alas affect the heat 

budget of a water column. Vertical advection of deeper water occurs 

which compensates Bass ehsages due to horisontal adveotion proceaeea 

ixi the upper layers. 

Several unreported methods have been tried to estimate sush 

thermocline changes. Earlier nethods attempted to uae changes in 

ataospheric pressure, ss veil as estimates of the piliug-up of -upper 

water by the wind to eatiaate thernocline change; but these gave 

results which seeaed erratic and arbitrary. The following develop- 

Bent by Freeman (1953) relates thermocline adjustment to ataospheric 

influences. 

The effect of wind stress produces a net horizontal 

transport of mass within the aired layer of the ocean. Such aeas 

transport haa regions of divergence and convergence where the therao- 

cliae adjusts to acccmaedate the mass fluctuation. The theraocline 

depth change is consequently a function of the horisontal aass 

transport divergence, hence It is a function of the curl of the wind 

stress tender such circumstances. 

The following assumptions enter into the development of 

tiie expression below: 

a) so large change of surface water level occurs in 

response to aass changes within the aised layer; 
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b)   ne Blfsifisaat nation secsrs Mw the sissd layer (all 

seeaurablg maas transport ©eosr* within iaa nixed Jaysr)? 

e}   complete volume compensation occurs; deep layer move- 

sssats ar® slow; 

d)   complete pressure compensation occurs by thermosline 

adjvuitaant.i 

a)   the rate of time change la the flow is slow and motion 

appears to depend primarily on wind stresses, pressure 

forces and Coriolla forces. 

These aasvaiptiess appear to be coapatibie with observed ocean con&itf 

Preeman shows that such as sumptions lead to the relation 

at   =   P »f V   fcx   "   dy ; 

where H   =   mixed layer depth 

t   s   time 

pi    s   density of salt water 

^xtTy   =   wind stress per unit area on ocean surface in x and y 
directions respectively. 

The thermal change associated with this is given by 

where e»B xl   -  horizontal curl of wind atreas par unit area of 
ocean surface 

%£8     ~   average temperature cf the mixed layer 

*2Gua   s   ^aapsrature at 200 aat«r depth* 
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The curl of the wind stress at the eesaa surface nay h# 

expressed in terse of the spsoe change in ataoapharlg herlsestel 

pressure gradients, end the equat&se bocama 

*» • o-"152 *ioM |& i g& -As i ftQS» - ta3^: 

where f& represents the ocesn level atssoepheric pressurs gradient 
An 

et points A and B, ®t a distssee & to tk Isft ssd H#t9 respec- 

tively,, along tfes pressure gradient through the station.   The notation 

above is used to preserve algebraic sign in components A and B,   Ths 

ssounts far A. srs shown in coins* 5 of Tables 4, 5 and 6.   Bo esti- 

•ate of this effect has been included in any previous heat budget 

^HET1   Th0 3aM <*3 » *B * h * AD> 

was eoBputed for each tiae interval.   These values are shoun ia 

colon 6 of Tables L. 5 and f>. 

Ap:   The Residual 

The change which is unexplained above is shoun for each 

weekly period in eoliasn 7 of ?«bl*s Uj 5 asd 6. 

Upon eaoadning the B&guife&ie aid varieties of ths weekly 

residual aaounte, it was seen that these —ounte often eorrespaiwjajj 

well frith the observed total beat change within ths water coluges 

fit fact, the total change agreed aore often with ths residual than 
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with the set 03epiai»ed chance (see Table* 4, 5 and 6). while tale 

le pertinent to our basic questions pased above, it does not indicate 

successful forecasting of changes in total heat contest based on the 

usual meteorological and ooeanographle parensters which affect the 

physical processes, 

As an attempt to improve thss forecasting possibilities, it 

seeaed desirable to investigate methods which night eliainate the 

lsrge residual and still be capable of physical interpretation* (be 

such method was chosen to be included in this report. If the shape 

of successive BT traces varied only a small amount, then saving one 

curve parallel to the abscissa into a "best-fit" superposition over 

the curves to be explained. The addition or subtraction of a constant 

anount of energy at all levels (i»e., the "beet-fit" process) during 

the tine interval possibly could result fron that part of horlsontal 

advectlon which occurs uniformly at all levels." Since festal horizon- 

tal adveetion is en ocean process which eventually is capable of being 

forecasted and is independent of other physical processes affecting 

the thermal structure, such a "best-fit" technique could be useful. 

This "best-fit" aethod thus would allow effort to be con- 

centrated on forecasting the changes in the shape of thermal structure 

of the BT, by use of a siaple procedure which is capable of physical 

interpretation. 

* That eoaponent of horlsontal adveetion which is u&sqsally distributed 
with depth should act to change the shape of the BT. 
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A£s "Best-Pit" Total Tfaenaal Change 

This procedure was used to evaluate a new total heat change 

(4J) between the "best-fit" positions of BT traces over the weakly 

intervals studied above, and these are listed la eclmsc 10 of Tables 

4, 5 and 6. 

A£:    The Residual from Ai 

The ANET was subtracted froa A£ to obtain A£.    This quantity 

ia thus similar to the residual k, previously computed. Values of A* 

are shown In colunn 9 of Tables U, 5 and 6, 
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DISCUSSIC« 

From the data in Tables A,  5, and 6 we may prepare plots of 

the reported average quantities with tins (Figs. 7-15)• 

Such a procedure implies that the averages are continuous 

functions of time and this may be questioned quite Justifiably. With 

»«•«<•««« A «•**»-• «e»ii •VHM * *••*.-i-^f i w* • WMVM j»wa»%» yap MA^T W W* v«» «MT     - • • ------   — 

relationships existing between the various quantities over the particu- 

lar tins Intervals for which the averages apply. 

Set Amount of Explained Heat Changes 

The fluctuations of the net amount of explained heat con- 

tent changes, iL__, sre seen to depend heavily on variations in the 

contributions from evaporation, A_, and the dynamic term, A . The 

quasi-constant effects of solar radiation, kes  and back radiation. A*,, 

are Imposed on these variations. 

It should be remembered that the constancy of A^ is to be 

expected, considering the average computations on which these values 

depend (see Figure 3 and the Appendix). Ag may vary actually more than 

is suspected now; it probably contributes more to the variation in 

hast content of tha %te£esr acilvsm  than is iKdisatad h#r»s  Only synftnti« 

radiation measurements during a study such as this will provide a 

batter estimate of actual conditions (Schule had available this type 

of data). 
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However, the constant nature of Ag is not necessarily anti- 

cipated fron its set-hod of computation (see Appendix)* It depends on 

the nature of the variables fron which it is computed- ocean surface 

temperature and relative humidity above the ocean surface; both were 

computed from observed synoptic conditions during the study. From 

our results it appears that these variables fluctuate only a small amount, 

at least over weekly intervals during autuon for this particular location. 

Relation of A.jgr. to A^ 

For the autumn season of 1948, the trend of the "best-fit* 

total heat change, A' curve usually agrees with the trend of the total 

explained heat change, *mn»? (see Figure 11)* For" oely two short Satcr= 

vale (23-30 September and 27 October-5 November) the trends do not 

correspond. However, the magnitude of A.^ cannot be brought Into 

coincidence with the magnitude of iU, by any simple adjustment proce- 

dure applied throughout the season. Nevertheless, considering the 

significance of the trend agreement could be useful In our overall 

problem. 

The agreement in trends probably indicates that consideration 

of th© primary factors influencing Aj has been cade in the estimate of 

%gf. If advection effects as discussed below were incorporated, &*-*•* 

and kJL perhaps would reach near-agreement In magnitude as well as the 

observed trend agreement. This would not apply, necessarily, to 1947 

and 1949 data where the trend relationships are obscure: 
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Tfe* lack of sagnitisae agreement in such tread relations 

could arise from summing estimates each of which only approximates 

the contribution from a significant physical process affecting the 

heat energy change of a water column. Methods of computing such 

estimates for this study would permit both positive and negative 

deviations from the "true" contribution, and hence A•-, could vary 

from under to overestimating the observed "best-fit" heat change. 

That contribution from horizontal advection which is non- 

uniform with depth has not been estimated in the A^^, amount. Such 

advection certainly must occur in the ocean, and would offer a possible 

explanation for some of the observed differences between A<f and &&=*. 

Relation of A. , A' and A! 
 NET _T  JP 

In Figures 8, 31 and 14 are shown the distribution of A>. 

AX and A   with time. The features of these distributions will be 

discussed and tentative explanations will be offered to account for 

them. In a later section the relation will be shown between these 

"best-fit" parameters and the total parameters, AT and Ap. 

The agreement between variations in AX and IX is striking. 

Such agreement is as argument against having attained a measurable 

heat balance in the water column using the methods of thi* study, 

although trend relationships between .!£ and Ajg»n suggest most of the 

important physical processes affecting the heat budget have been con- 

sidered in these estimates for 1943. It appears that successful sethods 
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of forecasting A» will necessarily Involve further asasdaatiou «f the 

residual tern A' which is done 2a a later dlscuscien- 
P 

Another future of the graphs is the tendency of A.      to 

change conversoly to A£ for certain tine laterrsls (see all of Septea- 

beat, 8 Oetobar-10 November, 25-30 November 1948j 20 Septamber-11 

October 1949}«    *ae only relation between this tendency and othar 

graph features apparently is that the AX line cresses the A~,„ line 

near the tine \vaen A^ returns to sere,    See 19-21 September, 9-10 

October, 27-29 October 1948, as illustrations of this tendency. 

This invokes cone interesting thoughts regarding a cheek 

end balance system which could be operating in the ocean under direct 

influence of changing weather regimes.    These ETC incorporated in a 

model situation to be described presently. 

,,.     .. • _» **& **wgr "** AttwSjpJmric Changs 

Ap is directly determined by the atmospheric infli*enee on 

the water column, and in its own tray reflects the weather pattern 

existing above the ocean surface.    A period when A- is sero is likely 

to indicate an unsettled time when the weather is changing from one 

given pattern to another (for exaraple, a change from hifjfe to low index 

in the westerlies belt).    It may not be mere coincidence that the flue-* 

tuations exhibited ty aJ|gJf ^ sad AJ are similar in nature to the 

five-day zonal index fluctuations of the ateosphere observed in the 

westerlies region.    The potentialities of such a relation for fore- 

casting usefulness are enormous, if such a t**l*»ti(*s can fe* shown. 
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fedcutwdi/ the suggestions from these data ought to be further cheeked 

in detail with a vim? toward forecasting application. It appears thsfe 

a system operating as described below snwld provide a possible explana* 

tion of the observed inflation of A__, Ai and Ai. 

Suggested Ocean-AtaesTJiere Relationshfos 

The preblsa before us is to avs»g«st ?»e«st*n* for tfes observed 

behavior of Aj^r and A£ for long intervals of the 1948 aatusa data. 

Perhaps a lopical set of relationships between these parameters raay 

be developed through a discussion of ocean-atmosphere interactions. 

&*£** decreases narbedly when strong '.rinds and air colder 

than the ocean remove heat from the 'rater colusai through strong evapere= 

tion. An upward shift of the thernocline (negative A ) simultaneously 

removes heat. V&y then should A£ increase during this period, as observed? 

The kl tine could be due to unusuaLiy strong horizontal ad- 

vection in the ocean surface layers. Such adveetion would be associated 

with prolonged aoutherly vdnds os the east side ef ths sssn low f»ssvfv 

over the region (associated "ith the negative A_), Such strong winds 

could act to bring a warn eddy of the Horth itlantic Sri ft into the 

region.* 

Ai then decreases marksdly to lar^e negative valuesf possibly 

due to winds bringing in tongues of cold East Greenland water. These 

north V±*d£ •..•culd rcsf.lt S£ tho v£aZ IwW' shifted vaetifarr'  wvw ibe 

* The station location is affected by the North Atlantic Erift. 
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region. During this period the men loir center has been near the 

station and A^ has made e negative contribution to the total heat 

content* 

However, continued eastward novenent of the nsean loir pressure 

allows a mean high pressure ridge to occupy the studied region, This 

pernlts A_ to heeons- zero or positive with ths diminishing pressure 

gradientf and Ag becomes small with decreasing winds. Hence A•.,, 

becoo»8 a positive amount. A* tends to follow the trend of AIIET in 

the absence of abnormal adveetive influence, which would then renain 

as a small negative contribution to the heat content until another 

region of mean lot* pressure roves into the region with its abnormally 

strong vans water advection„ 

The variation in  processes visualised thus would depend 

upon the mean weather pattern for a given season. The Bean weather 

patterns, in turn, change in a manner which is fairly regular for cer- 

tain years, and highly irregular during others. This peculiarity 

may provide an explanation for the variation occurring vhen comparing 

data for a given season during different years, as is discussed later. 

It is now in order to investigate how well the actual data 

of Figures 6, 11 and 14 correspond with postulated ocean-atmosnhere 

relations. Referring to mean five-day Treasure charts prepared by 

the Heather Bureau for the autumn of 1948 (data not shown) some tenta- 

tive verification was indicated for processes suggested aboTe. 

A cycle began with comparatively stable, calm conditions, 

apparently around 9 September 1948 (Figure 11). For about a week A' 
X 
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was determined lagr Aggm to a largo estant. «>a AJ, severed ««ar s«re. 

For this particular saaeon A^ appsarsd to depend hsevily on % 

{Figure 10). % in turn vae a function of changing atmospheric condi- 

tions, indicated 'z? the changes in fivs-day ia©§» atmospheric p"sssur© 

jaaps over the water column region (data from the Weather Bureau not 

shown). Now a mean law pressure system began to move into the regies 

from the west on about 15 September, A_ changed is £ negative diree= 

tion due to the change in pressure gradient, A^^ responded in turn, 

and Al followed along. At a later date, an 30 Se-tember, it is 

reasonable to postulate that, the strong winds associated with the low 

pressure area increased the evaporation to such an extent that it 

then became the observed major factor in determining A,^. Ibis strong 

evaporation persisted and intensified in the region, perhaps due tc 

the temperature contrast between cold air and relatively warm sea 

even though the wind, which brought In thm p.n\Am?  «1t» fprm  t-h* EGTth 

was then diminishing and Ap was decreasing. The evaporation then 

decreased toward sero (beginning 7 October or so) as ths cold air mass 

assumed ths character of the warmer ocean surface beneath it. With 

k~ already decreasing toward sero, the low moved an eastward and was 

replaced by a ridge of high pressure possessing a eaaller pressure 

gradient and less change in pressure gradient; Ag then decreased and 

Agg£ returned toward zero. An became a positive contribution is a 

ridgs of high pressure, wiui relatively low evaporation due to lighter 

winds and the modified character of the air mass. Cto 21 October 
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the cycle above apparently began again with a new lev moving rapidly 

over the region and persisting, bringing strong winds and a new cold 

air mass over the water column* 

Checking of extensive data and much more verification of 

such tendencies will be necessary to determine the validity of such 

relationships, of course, nevertheless, the integration of the ocean- 

atiaoupherie physical processes in such a model may be of interest to 

others. 

Comparing the fluctuations of k^g?. with the fluctuations of 

*X, the total observed ehsrage of heat content within the column during 

weekly intervals,* it is seen that the magnitudes hardly ever agree. 

This could be due to several causes. It could mean that the weekly 

intervals which were used do not correspond to the "natural" time 

Interval over which the cceas smooths incoming influences to achieve 

any  hal pnnaA  h<*»r.   Hyiewfc xAt±fit mr ggjgt--       T*.  MIIW  gggg  th£t  ths 

available techniques for estimating effects of evaporation, back 

radiation, etc., are inadequate, while the latter may contribute to 

the lack of agreement to some extent, it probably is not a isajor item 

in the discrepancy. 

Another possible reason for the lack of agreement may be the 

neglect of physical processes for which data or techniques for measur- 

ing do not exist. Such neglected processes may include the addition 

* k few of the intervals are for periods of less than seven days. 
These are indicated by * on the graph. 
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of water to the column in the form of precipitation end the conduction 

of heat laterally from the column by eddy motions. as discussed esrlier. 

The horizontal advection process should be discussed here as 

veil, for It is one of the important processes of heat transfer within 

fluids and has not been measured in this study due to lack of suitable 

data. In atmospheric motions horizontal advection plays an important 

role at many levels. There is no reason to believe it is net important 

in the ocean as well, but the necessary current and synoptic tempera- 

ture data have net been taken to permit actual computation of this 

term directly. The technique used by Bretschneider involved an es- 

timate of the surface current due to the wind,* which was assumed to 

advect the mean isotherm pattern for the particular month involved. 

This procedure permits computation of a value, but it remains to be 

shown that such a value can be given a physical interpretation. Ss 

all likelihood, the actual surface advection over a dally *? v»?v!y 

Interval has little correspondence with such a computed value. A 

completely unanswered question remains concerning horizontal advection 

into the water column below surface levels. 

In Cochrsne's study, he has chosen m area where the o* 

is almost horizontally uniform in the upper layers of the ocean. 

* C - 0,Ca27 
(Sverdrup, 1942. p. 494) '-'as used where C is the speed 

Y sinp 

of the ocean surface currant snd U **  the speed cf ths wind. It 
was assumed C moved 33° to the right of U. 
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In spite of the choice of location Coehrae finds that horizontal 

advection at layers well helov th© ocean surface is important during 

parts of the year. The method of computing such advection is not 

presented, but it star be that the residual in Coehrane's heat budget 

study was assumed due to horizontal advection. Such deep advection 

effects also may be the result of variation within Internal waves at the 

thermocline due to changes either in amplitude or period. 

In studies on a hemispheric scale the problem of advection 

in the horizontal is limited to estimates of inflow across the equa- 

torial oceans; is overall energy considerations such as those of Sver- 

drup and Jacobs, the contribution of such advection is assumed small. 

Schule does not evaluate a horizontal advection term in his 

study, although recognizing the factor as having significance. 

The "best-fit* process of obtaining M would eliminate those 

energy change effects which are uniformly distributed with depth. 

Those effects which are irregular in depth distribution, such as a 

greatly increased ocean surface advective warming (or cooling)g or 

the advection of a deeper (or shallower) thermocline, would not be 

excluded by the Al matching procedure= 

The variation of Ai includes such irregularities, and since 

the variation of Ap Is is good accord vlth variations in advection 

postulated above, horizontal advection may possibly provide a signi- 

ficant part of A'. It should bo recalled from previous discussions 
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that A' also contains all effects due to the smoothing of date, 

errors in estimation, and effects dud to other unealculated physical 

processes as veil. 

The relation ©f A to A' now say be discussed. A reflects 
T   T T 

the effect of all temperature change cccisrfeg throughout the column 

depth. To the effect of irregularly distributed vertical variation of 

heat change as depicted by A*, the quantity (A_-Aj) nay be added to 

represent the effects of heat change which is uniform with depth 

occurring in a water colunc during a particular time interval, 

A- would have a relation to &1 corresponding to that between 

A_ and Ai (compare in Tables U» 5 and 6), Thm variation of A,-, A- and 

Ajjgj for the three seasons studied is show in Figures 9, 12 and 15. 

Forecasting relations must deal eventually with A. and A_, 

of course. It is suggested from these data, however, that variations 

of a parameter stand out more clearly is an intermediate stage of 

relationship, such as the one a'-ovu by AA and M In the "best-fit" 

process. 

Staaaary of the Model 

It appears that the AJJET tens (depending mainly on evapora- 

tion mA the dynamic effect of atmospheric weather} acts to provide 

coapensstios in the ocean when A£ swings toward an unusually high or low 

value. From the above discussion, it appears that- *' «ay be irfl^scsd 

largely by horizontal advective processes which are irregularly dis- 

tributed with depth. Such advectioa could be possible through strong 
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wind* persisting at the surface fox* a prolonged Interval (when aigni<* 

fieantly different water masses, i.e., the Gulf Stream or the East 

Greenland Current, are near), or through a mean change in the ampli- 

tude of internal waves at the thermocllne. The "eroas-overa" (i,ec, 

points 1, 2 and 3) 

may be related to changes in general weather regise indicated by AQ 

becoming zero, hi then follows a course which integrates the effects 

of the variations in &__ and A*,    The absolute value of A^ depends on 

the positions of A___ and AI relative to the aero value on the chart. 

The above discussion depends heavily on relationships far 

194®, when the most complete data were available for this study. It 

appears that the data for 1949 displayed some of these features but 

not as extensively. Helationohips for 1947 differed from those 

of 1948 in most of tee limited number of intervals studied. It would 

sppssr thst rslatiuuoulp patterns may be set up and followed in a 

particular year, but in a succeeding year a different relationship ia 
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established. An analogous situation is the recurrence of certain 

weather "situations* in a region for a particular season, bat with 

quite a different pattern of recurrence happening fron year to year. 

Seasonal Total of. Parameters 

Of interest in relation to previous studies, the seasonal 

total of each parameter say be formed as the sum of individual weekly 

totals. These totals may then be compared to determine if a balance 

exists in the heat budget of a water column on a seasonal basis. In 

194-8 it appears as if a near-balance is achieved for the autumn sesses* 

In 1947 there was a net gain in heat, while in 194.9 there was a largs 

net loss, for the entire season. 

These total chanpes for each season were measured by plotting 

the first and last BT's of each season on a graph and measuring the 

area between the curves. This is a procedure similar to that used 

in obtaining ths. vsskly A_ values. Ihe resulting curves are shown in 

Figures 4, 5 and 6. 

Plots of average temperature for the season versus depth 

correspond roughly to the above losses of heat in 194?» for tempera- 

tures are relatively low compared to 1943 and 1949 at levels down to 

350 feet in depth.    A corresponding relation between 1949 and 1943 

does not appear (see Figure 3). 

For the entire autumn season of 1948. the evaporation and 

dynamic process amounts (A_, A-) combine to give a large negative total 

contribution. Th& slight positive observed total (A.) is not in the 
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direction to be expected, considering that the sunnier oceans cool with 

the cnset of winteri there appears to he a large positive or warming 

region below the therraocline which acre than compensates nixed layer 

cooling for the season. This is also true for 194-7. 

The total change due to other causes (Ap) is positive and 

of the seme order of magnitude as the incoming radiation amount (Ag) 

and the evaporation amount (Ap); it is about 75$ of the Ap amount from 

one particular period, from 20-26 September 1948.* 

-L 
ts &* 

Depth 
(Feet) 

ICC- 

ioo 

300  •- 

T'J'j 

(Autumn) Seasonal Average Teoperature. °P 
For "0" Station, North Atlantic Ocean 

FIGURE 3 

IUU  vase uw>   uwa tuupa.Biiej.jr  inventxgmuea as   MI  »aixu*i.y ox  aai>a; 
it appears that a complete and radical change in water mass occurred 
at the station, reaching all depths down to 450 feet. 
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The quantltiss of heat removed by evaporation computed by 

the two evaporation formulae sr« «1*iesi3y well correlated (eee Table 

2). The agreement of the magnitudes is slightly better than would be 

expected from a comparison of the constant factors in the two comput- 

ing equations (those of Jacobs' formula would Indicate a maximum 

possible deviation of about 2.12 times from the Lake Hefner results). 

TABLE 3 

Comparison of Lake Hefner Formula, 
Jacobs' Formula and Total Aj 

TO/fl 

Totals 
4 Hefner Jacobs 

Ap+Aj, 

n ft-deg, F 107 98 854 

S AP+AJ P       D 

-851 -877 -91 

It is of interest to note in the seasonal totals of heat 

change that both A*, and A£ agree reasonably well with the respective 

summed quantities of Ap + AQ and Ap + Ap for 1948 (see Table 3), when 

the Lake Hefner evaporation formula is used for computing A- (note 

changes in k- affect A' and Ap). If the residual terra were found 

to be related to horizontal advection, the sum of Ap + An would repre- 

sent total or three-dimensional advection in a sense. The forecasting 

possibilities of such a relationship between total advection snd total 

heat change make it highly desirable to investigate this aspect further 

at some later time. 
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Measuring the urea between the first and last ET far each 

season in one operation gives a more accurate determination of the 

total heat energy change than does the sum of the seven-day &m amounts. 

However, only in the year having continuous data* does the sum of the 

A.'s far seven-day periods permit comparison to a season-long A_ measure- 

ment, m 1948$  the seasonal A amount as determined from Figure 5 is 

-2 ft-deg. P, whereas the seasonal .4j amount obtained by summing the 

seven-day amounts is 107 ft-deg. F. 

* Data for 1947 and 1949 are discontinuous due to either missing 
"-eteorolo^iccrl or FT observations. 
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CCBCLCSXCHS 

1. There Is food agreement between the trends of the "beet- 

fit" total, 41,and the explained, K^,  heat changes In many eaaes 

studied. The magnitudes end the "periodicity" of the too changes are 

comparable. Such trend agreement suggests that most processes affect- 

ing heat energy change In a water column probably have been included in 

the estimated contributions, 

2. The net variation in heat content within a water column 

explained by physical processes (solar radiation, back radiation, 

evaporation, Freemen's dynamic effect) for which estimates or data 

are available, %gT» appears to depend largely on heat change due to 

evaporation, Ag, and the dynamic effect, Ap. Which factor predominates 

is apparently related to the mean weather situation over the surface, 

in a manner to be determined. 

3. The techniaue of moving auaeesslve f ive-dsy ~ess BT 

traces horizontally into a "best-fit" position allows the variation 

to be more easily related between total heat change, A,., net heat 
a. 

change explained, A^^and the residual amount, A-. 

4* It i*i suggested that the- amount cf heat subtracted tj 

such a "best-fit" process may be due to that e*H5peseat of total hcsri- 

sostal advecticn which acts uniformly at all levels. This does not 

preclude that pert of horizontal advection which is unevenly 
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distributed with depth Tnm providing a periicm ef A£s the unespli&ied 

residual remaining after the '"best-fit" procedure. 

5. The total amount of heat change after the "best-fit** 

procedure (A^)4 A^ and A£ (see 3) appear to be related on time s^cmaaee 

charts in a check and balance fashion. When A~»p departs appreciably 

from zero A£ tends to move in a direction to oppose this tendency 

during ouch of the time studied. Each quantity fluctuates in both 

the positive and negative sense about aero. A* integrates the two 

influences, and varies in magnitude defending on the positions of 

*jlET and Ap relative to zero. 

6. lbs time when AM^J and Ap "cross-over" appears related 

to the time when AQ is zero, for much of the data presented. This 

"cross-over" Indicates the time when A' having acted in a negative senae 

on A*, begins acting positively as compared with the effect of A  . 
* HEX 

such bshsvior of oceanic parametera and changes in the mean atmospheric 

pressure pattern over the area. This relationship needs verlficatios 

from independent data. 

S. It is suggested that recurrence patterns persisting for 

at least a season may exist in the ocean heat changes, but these patterns 

appear to change fron year to year. 
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9. Ho heat balance is deaoastysted to exist in ths oc*ea 

on a weakly basis from data presented here. If horizontal advestien 

processes could be estimated, the balance possibly could be attained, 

although the importance of data smoothing affects or unknown physical 

process effects is not to be minimised. Oa a seasonal basis it 

appears that a near--balance is attained for one of the three seasons 

studied (1948). 

10. There are indications from the variations in parameters 

reported here that temperature may vary significantly in the horizon- 

tal as well as clear demonstrations of temperature variation in the 

vertical and in tine. Whether or not ocean currents and other physical 

features of the ocean demonstrate this same tendency is not indicated. 

11. There are indications of interdependence of the boundary 

influences (note conclusions 5 and 6) which appear to act as a check 

and balance system on the change in heat content of the water coltoo. 

Such indications require further investigation. 
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RECd#8F3f!3ATia*S FCR FUTlRg ST0BJT 

1. A serious lack of data now exists for computing horizon- 

tal advectlon in the ocean. All possible effort should he exerted to 

secure adequate sea temperatures and velocities on a synoptic basis to 

provide this need. 

2. An analysis similar to this reported one should be made 

incorporating effects of measured horizontal advection and measured 

solar radiation. The remaining residual then should indicate the cesspit* 

ing error, lag effects and adequacy of estimating the effects of physios! 

processes. 

3. Apparent relations between atmospheric parameters, such 

as the zonal indices and variation in Kn***  U and kl should be in- 

vestigated with a view toward developing forecasting techniques. 
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?mis A 

lasrgy Balance Sheet 
At fiC" Station 

For Auttaan, 1947 

4 8 10 

Tlae 
Interval % % H Dates 

^ *••* i »_• 
\iVi.S.     *«, 

A Sept.   1- 7 162 -31 - 50 
B Sept.    8-14. 149 - 32 -119 
C Sept. 15-21 137 - 72 
D Sept* 22-28 124 -31 - 21 
E S. 29-0ct.5 97 - 26 - 68 
F Oct.     6-12 87 - 27 -345 
6 Oct.    22-23 65 - 27 - 93 
H 0.29-*ev. 3 57 - 28 -145 
I Nov.      6-12 56 - •?? -171 

%     %ET     AF Ap       Af 

WML 934   -266   -884 

81 149     230-15 66 
- 2 -148 -1§0 -170 -172 

3? -127 - 94 -113 - 80 
72 -98   -26   -82 -10 
3-7_/=3 0 

- 85 4-81   -178 -263 
- 55 166     111-77 -132 
-116 108-8-22 -138 
_1A7 mo      ntjs.    _    o 

-216     959     743   -662   -878 

AJJ * A^   =   -662 

T SEASCN (1st BT » laet BT)   =   -1715 ft-deg. F 
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TABLE 5 

Energy Balance Sheet 
At BC" Station 

Far Autumnf 1948 

4        5        6        7        8        9        10 

Tine 

(All Values in Ft-deg. F) 

A Sept.   6-12 152-26-35-72 19-395-376 1 20 
B Sept. 13-19 UO   - 32   - 63 16 61-123-52-25 36 
C Sept. 20-26 128   - 30   - 29 -125 - 56   1720   1664 - 24 - 80 
D S.27-0ct. 3 117   - 32   -103 -110 -128     196       68 174 46 
E Oct.     4-10 lo4   - 32   -*6G - 35 -223     H7 - 106 -luj -325 
F Oct.   11-17 93-32   -163 126 24-416-392 -UO -116 
G Oct.   18^24 82-32-71 130 109-255-146 -126 - 16 
H Oct.   25-31 71-32   -208 25 -144     251     107 -118 -263 
I HOT.     2-7 54-27   -i5» -Iv© -307 - 359 - 666 240 - tv 
J HOT.     7-13 54   - 31   ~ 74 - 42 - 93       86 -     7 115 22 
K He*?,   14-20 46-24   -149 - 45 -172 - 327 - 499 35 -137 
L HOT.    21-27 42-32   -102 - 63 -155     431     2% 171 17 
K 5ov.    23-30 18   =14   =57 -28 -31     317     236 108 28 

TOTAL 1101   -376 -1472 -399 -1U6   1253     107 308 -838 

% •%;?   854 

AD + A£   £   -91 

Ay SEA3GS ^* *® " lss* B-^    "   ""2 ft"^*S*  *" 
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TfflLE 6 

Inergy Balance Shoot 
At "C" Station 

Far AutuBBj 1949 

A        5        6 7        8        9        10 

Tiae 

^Sl1 ^       *B       *E       AD     ^NET *P       AT *P       ^ 
(All Values In Ft-Deg. F) 

k Sept.   1- 7 162   - 31   -142   - 64   - 75 -380   -455 138      63 
B Seat.    S-10 65    -13    - 27    -131   -106 138        32 100   -    6 
C Sept. 17-23 134   - 32   - 18   - 23       61 -199   -138 - 64   -   3 
D Sept. 24-30 121-32-63-52-26 81       55 4-22 
E Oct.     1- 7 109   - 31   - 25                 53 292     345 -109   - 56 
F Oct.      8-13 &L   - 27    -107                - 50 911      861 2L   - 26 
C Hov.     9-15 52   - 33   -123              -104 22-82 39-65 
H Hov.    16-18 20   - 14   -110              -104 - 35   -139 -167   -271 
I Be*.   23-29 42-33-35              -26 30        4 -132   -158 

  tnrt tu.f\ iM ICn      _JZI I i vi Aha ray    -«U*JU    -O?W    -tw    —?u      ow      «•««>    —*v>»    —.<•«•* 

S+AP   s     5^0 
Ap • A|,   s   -437 

A» -s^s---— (let B? - l»st BT*   §   m MJ.,   » 

* 54 - 
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AFPBKDH 

It is desirable to ezmrert all energy asousts Into a 

essstaen unit which say be used t© somcer® the axtoaxttc of w*»r*y 

received through the various physical processes* The unit of foot- 

degrees Fahrenheit (ft-deg. ?) represents the energy neesss&ry to 

raise the teaperature of a OOITSBQ of water one square ca ia cross- 

section and one foot Issg by sue degree Fahrenheit. This is used 

as the standard energy unit. The eystga is chosen because Bathy- 

thsraegraph readings are reported ia units of degrees F and feat, 

A      •* JL 

Computation of Ay is shown for the period 2-7 Bo-eater 

1948 at Station "C". ia Figure 16. The two currss sf Figure 16 

are drawn to significant teaperature and depth points, listed be- 

low, for the second and seventh of Boveaher, respectively, l&ch 

point represents a five-day running znean centered on the second 

and seventh of Boveeber. These points are m foUowst 

fg   « surface teaperature 

T-QQ     « teaperature at 100 feet 

^2m     s teseperature at 200 feet 

T~»Q  « teaperature at 350 feet 

W        s depth of top of theraocline 

WJJ  m   mixed layer depth 

MID-2 • depth to temperature 2° lower than that at HH> 



%* ®2* %» •**• * d*Pi* f*8* *^» mrffcee to «&ier 
temperatures i, 2, 4., etc. degrees 
lower than tb® surikn water* 

All of these quaBt.itl»2 srs discussed in Technical Hsport 

Ms. 1 of this project (see references), except the quantity ID* 

The thermocllne depth is* represents?! by this designation, 

TD, and it often is synonoaous with the MLD. A distinction is ma&» 

between the two it ens. however, when considering the permanence and 

prominence of the TD as eoapared with MLD. While the BT trace nay 

show several email "steps" in the upper regions, each of which is 

classed as an MLD,* the narked boundary between the regies cf these 

snail MLD1 s and the colder lower water is a fairly pronlnent slope 

discontinuity which is much more conservative in nature thss the 

small step MLD's. This prominent, quasi-conservative feature is 

labeled as the thermocllne depth, SD. 

The area batroen the tve successive curves (including an 

extension of each from 400* to 656* and 41°F) was measured by means 

of a planlaeter. In the chosen example (Figure 16), the area be- 

tween the second «sA seventh of Bovember 1948 w*s -5.16 square 

inches. Is order to interpret this area, it was then converted 

into ft~deg. ? (the coordinates of the tethythsgaggrss). -Ss the 

scale which was used for plotting, one square is?h equals 129.03 

ft-deg. P| thus for the period 2-7 Bovember 1948 s 

* Except for his interns! wave discussion, it is this type at MLD 
which Schule calls the thermocline. 
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AT»- 665.8 ft-deg.F 

A'T*~  69.7ff-dea.F 
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FOR 7 NOVEMBER, 1948 
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Ay s -5.16 ac 129.03 s -665*8 ft-d*g. P 

the minus sign Is used to Indicate loss of thermal «mr-ff by the 

water column during the period. 

Since the fif Eeasuros temperature to a depth of only 450 

feet, the problem of changes in heat content below 4-50 feet arises. 

fij the case of five-day running mean curves as illustrated in Figure 

16, no values below 400 feet were obtained. 

Sverdrup (1942) notes:* "In the Kuroshio region where the 

velocity of the current is great and the turhilence correspondingly 

intense, the annual variation of temperature becomes perceptible to 

a asp'n o* socuu jw BCWW-B, UUU j-n ww say c-x oiscey iv is very 

small at 100 meters. It can therefore safely be concluded that below a 

UVWV.A   u.   _^wv  Hcma   un   uwiijx)i~ai/iua   u.v   bin)   ucesa   IB   HOI  BUUJOCt   'SO   3Sy 

annual variation. Since the station being studied is neither in 

the main current of the Gulf Stream System nor is a quiet bay, it seems 

reasonable to assume 200 meters as the depth of no significant 

change in temperature. A value of 5°Z  or 41°? has been taken from 

Chart IV of Sverdrup as the average 200 meter temperature at Station "C". 

It* cases where the BT curves coincide, it is assumed there was no 

temperature change below the depth of coincidence. Za cases such as 

Figure 16, where curves ere separated at 400 feet, straight lines 

were drawn from the temperatures at 400 feet to a point at 41°P at 

* "The Oceans", page 137. 
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656 fse*, sssS. tb® m«s of the reialting triaa^,* «H %M«A te the 

ar®a above 400 feet t© obtain A^ for -the psrisd* 

The planimater measurements were cfcesfeed until thres 

seesursaests of the areas agreed within 0,04 of a square inah» 

These three measurements were then averaged to obtain the total 

need for the study; 

hi is the area enclosed between two successive BT traces 

when placed in a "beat-fit" position. In Figure 16, the 7 Hevsmbsr 

1948 curve is translated to the position shown by the d&shed line, 

end the area Af is indicated by the hatched lines. This area is 

-70 ft-deg. F, contrasted with the corresponding Aj area of -666 

ft-deg. F. 

Solar Radiation 

Ag is used to designate the solar radiation received at 

tb» eces•  surface in rzdts cf ft-dsg, 7 over • giv<m ILuo  Interval. 

The Figure 3 given by Frits (1951) reproduces list's values of solar 

radiation reaching the outside of the atmosphere as functions of 

latitude and time. For example, on 1 September the figure is en- 

tered &t latitude 52°45' north and the value 700 langleys/day 

(gm-eal/ar-day) is read. Subtracting z5?i for albedo leaves 406 

langleys/day. This C.G.S. value may be expressed in terms of ft-deg. P, 

for sevtin days, as 

406 x TJ*|| x 7 * 168 ft-deg. ?/? days. 

1.8 • °F/<»C 
30.48 cm * i foot 



Similar confutations ware performed for the beginning and middle 

days of each Eonth» with the values entered on a graph as shows is 

Figure 2. The value of A3 for any seven-day period my thus be read 

by entering the graph on the laiddie day of the interval desired. 

For any interval of less than asven days, prorating t€a$ done. For 

©3EgsspIe? the value for a five-day interval is taken &B  5/7 the 

appropriate graph values. These values were checked with average 

values given by Landsberg in the handbook of Meteorology (1945) and 

by Brunt (1939)f all estimates agree es to order of magnitude. 

Back Badiation 

Sverdrup (1942) gives a method for estimating back radi- 

ation from the ocean as a function of ocean aurfaea tamrayat-ure fT«} 

and relative humidity of the air just above the ocean. Since air 

temperatures (T), and dewpoint temperatures (TA)  were recorded for 

tiuee-Luuriy intervals during the period studied, dally averages of 

these quantities were used to estimate the relative humidity and 

the back radiation. 

The procedure followed in computing relative humidities 

is illustrated in the following example. For 1 September 1949, when 

rha  ftvttratra T ma   *J9_TOiy  artA   *-H»   »-»S*s£.wa  T.   U5.S   Z.*?0?^   tfes  Sarithran^as 

Tables were entered with these temperature values and the respective 

saturation values of water vapor pressure were read (0.4007 and 

0.3240 in. Eg). The relative humidity is computed from the ratio 

of these values: 

vi 



ef * 10° " oSS' x 100 s 80.9£ 

The above procedure was fallowed for each da^-j averages cf tfaa daily 

relative humidities and Tg ware asafia over each tisss interval (usually 

seven days). Thus for 1»7 September 1949 the average relative humi- 

dity was e&Jf, aad the average fg was 53°F. Entering Figure 25, p. 

Ill, in Sverdrup (1942) the value for Q,, is read, 0.175 ga-cal/sm2-**^. 

0.3 QQ is O.G525. When this is multiplied by the number of minutes 

in a week and converted into the standard energy unit of this study, 

we have 

% a -0.0525 x -i*^ x 7 x 24 x 60 = -31.2 ft-deg. P 

Evaporation 

The equation for evaporation used by Montgomery is similar 

to equations for vertical flux of momentum and thermal energy* 

£   *   P Ko Va  »~a t9w-<*a) wa 

where E is evaporation in gm/cm^-ssc. 

P    is density of air   =   1.25 x 10-6   gm/cm3 

So is von Barman's Constant   s    0.4 

y& is resistance coefficient   *   0.03 

• a is evaporation coefficient   *   0.0B5 

qy is saturation specific humidity of sea surface, Tg 

dm is specific hnml<Hty ^n air «t- atsmsseter height a 

wa is wind speed at height a 

•11 



New (o^- q^) on be apifsroxisated by ^|j^ (ev- sft) wtaw 

e,, and ea are the saturation Taper pressure of the ocean surface «aa 

vapor pressure of the asdsture In the air. reapactiwalys *L_ 1* » 

function of Tg, and ea is a function of T^, 

Evaporation can therefore be expressed as S   «   C (ey-e^Jw 

where C   = p K„ ^ Ta  a   2.8 x 10"6 for b^odynsaically saooth 

flow of wind over water*   For hyurodynamicaUy rough flew the above 

constant is multiplied by a factor of 3.5.    This results in Jacobs' 

formula for evaporation: 

S   •   2.8 x 10^lf(ew- ea) wa + 3.5 M(ew~ ea) w^\ 

Modifying Jacobs * Formula:    The products (e„-e_) w for the "saooth1' 

wind obseivatioiiB were BUSKSO; separately from the "rough" wind obser- 

vatiocs each day; conversion factors to transform the computed gaotsat 

into ft-deg. F were included; the final converted farm of the formula is: 

At   . -C^l (ew-sa) vfl + 3,5 i (ew-ea) wjl 

where   C * 33.86 x I x 24 x 51.43 x 585 x •£&, x 2.8 x lO"6 • 0.5058 
8 30. 4» 

few' ea) Inches of Hgj one inch Kg   *   33.86 mb 

w in knots, one knot   *   51.48 cm/sec 

24   _ Hours par day ..   -__.,_     A-      . 
$f nh.aro.H«.. 'Z*t *ZZ   *   factor converting to o Observations per day ..    /. j~°   , *^   ^ evaporation/interval 
585   =   gm-cal. of heat/gs of ocean water 

1.8°F   s   1«C 

30.48 en   •   one foot 
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Sxaaple of Ag Coaputatieat & order to evaluate the teraa of the 

final evaporation ferssala discussed stove, it was necessary to obtain 

the 7, Ajj, v sad Tg observations fer intervals spaced as closely to- 

gether as possible. The weather ships aake observations every three 

hours, so this tine interval was used. 

TiBIS 7 

Computations of Evaporation Becraaaeters 
For 1 September 1949 

Tiffi© T % *i €a *« V*a V (ev-ea 
/On\ /o»\ /Ot»\ /«   n_\ /•    rr_\ /«    TT_\ X*3- 

V *• / \ «•/ V   * / V"   ng/ \~  ng/ \"  ng/ tt&* 

0O3OZ 51.5 54 47.8 0.3339 0.4203 0.0864 24 2.0736 
0330Z 51.0 53 50.6 0.3708 0,4052 0.0344 24 0.8256 

S3 49.2 0.3519 0.4052 0.0533 24 i.2-f*2 
O930Z 52.0 53 46,2 0.3144 0.4052 0.0908 28 2.5424 
1230Z 54.5 53 43.5 0.2836 0.4052 0.1216 24 2.9184 
1530Z 55.1 53 47.1 0.3252 0.4052 0.0800 28 2.24OO 
183® 54*0 53 48*5 0*3428 0,4052 0=0624 10 1.8920 
2130Z 52.5 53 44*7 0.2968 0*4052 6.1084 31 3.3573 

17.1085 

legend: T is  surface sir temperature 

Tg is surface ocean temperature 

ea is surface air vapor pressure 

e^ is ocean surface vapor pressure 

Tg  is wiadspeed at aneseateter level 

Since ell eight products Involve vindspeods absva 6.5 m/s&Q 

(13 knots), all products are added to obtain a "ronah* araporatieg 
8 

factor, 2(ew-ea)w » 17.11. 
1 



"Smooth" "Rough' 

0 17.11 
0 25,81 
0 16.49 
0 17. G9 

3.26 0.68 
0.40 1.43 
0 0» 

3^S 79.41 

this procedure is followed for each day la the seven-day 

period being studied.    The resulting "smooth" and "rough" evaporation 

factors are the following: 

T4BIT- 8 

Summing -Saooth and 
Rough Wiad Parameters 

Date 

1 Sept. 1949 
2 Sept. 1949 
3 Sept. 1949 
4 Sept. 1949 
5 Sept. 1949 
6 Sept. 1949 
7 Sept. 1949 

The "smooth" factor sum plus 3.5 times the "rough" factor sum ere 

added together: 

>.vru    T >.x    A    I7.<*-L       —       ftutuua 

This amount represents the bracketed part of the formula for J»: 

Ag   « -0.5058/   2 (e^ ea)*g + 3.5 2 (e,,- •J*jL 

Then tee total evaporation in ft-deg. F for the period 1st 

k~   s   -0-5058 x 281.60   =   -142.43 ft-deg. F per 7-day peris*. c —        - -   - 

*   Vhen tee product (e,,- ea)w is negative, as occasionally happens, a 
evaporation factor of zero is taken; the negative terms obviously 
do not contribute heat to tee water column. 



Comparison Between A^ Computations Using Jacobs' Formula and Using 

the Lake Hefner Formula t The Lake Hefner study gives evaporation,, 

1? la 058/3 arm,  as followss 

E» « 6.25 x 10-4 u (®w-ea) 

where e^ and e& are in millibars and u is in knots. 

To obtain A^ in ft-deg. F per three hours, vhere e^ and eft 

are In inches of Hg, and u is in knots, the constant in the above 

equation may be multiplied by the number of millibars In one inch of 

Hg, latent heat of vaporization In calories, degrees F per degree C 

and feet per em. Thus 44 Is ft-deg. F per three hours is; 

Ag s -0.7312 (ey-ea) u 

7 days » ~£ " -
W
«
73A

* - LJ*w-V' J 
where 2 is the number of three-isourly observations per week. Making 

use of the example of the previous paragraph to compote the seven-day 

A* by the Lake Hefner formula, it is necessary only to sum sTl of the 

three-hourly (e - e ) u products tear  the p«rxcd 1-7 September 1949 

and multiply by 0.7312. Since there is no distinction oade here be- 

tween "smooth" and "rough" flow, the totals of these two columns in 

Table Z may be added to give a total (e. - e }u of S3,07. Then for 

the period '.-7 September 1949 

A£ * -0.7312 x 83.07 • -60.74 ft-deg. F 

as  ccmoared with A- a -\L2./.% t*~Amo.  V 

Al in Table 2 was computed In this manner,. 

ad 



Using Freeman's equation fw chsuge in theraoeline depth 

with tioss, 

the thermal energy change associated with this would bs given "by 

Then the seven-day value converted to ft-deg„ F is : 

pl   *   density of ocean vatsr, 1.025 gja/cnr 

P     =   density of air, 1.25 x 10"6 gm/cm3 

f   m   eeriolis parameterj at 52°45'H, 1.162 x 10"^ s©c~* 

c   *   stress coefficient, 3.2 x 10     g»/cm * 

An   *   3.219 x id7 m   *   200 nautical miles 

6.048 x 10-     =   numoer of seconds in seven days 

fas   s   conversion from crn-deg. C to ft-deg. F 
30.48 

* Sverdrup (1342), ©age 494. 
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Th» s.aaatity S2 is Measured at points A sissi B at a disiax&e 
aft 

|S    to the left and right of the station on a 11a© perpendicular to 

the surfaoa isobars through the station (see Figaro !?)•   f|gj) can he 

represented by the ocean surface tespersture on the middle day of the 

period and I2OC1& *• a***1* 5°0 **h* average tesgierature at 200 asters 

depth for this station}* 

The surface isobars are usually not straight and do not 

have uniform curvature.   This stakes it difficult to pick a straight 

line perpendicular to the isobars.    It was decided, therefore, to 

draw a set of B-3, E~5# rectangular coordinates through the station 

sM aseasure the components of £E on both axes  (see Figure 18). 
An 

U to/an'j A     ^ to i Any B J 
£.*Vft£  iih»   fnnB 

the difference/^i |&|V •/fBlt*ft. W"*"1*" ^&J acd V Aa ' An«/ A    L An I Aa I / B     ^ dx 
(&L I AfttN      _/&2 I ££ |\ represents 43? ••    R will be assumed 
W I da Me.   Ldnldni^D dy 

that all transport by wind takes place in the mixed layer (at 90° to 

the right of the wind direction); and that the surface isobars repre- 

a.ii*».*    4-tu   .rl»4     rH.«-* 4»«    •<     «»!4«<>4>l    1Wnr   4-t.*.    «MM« T4>     .%.-    V»    «Aia 

that water transport is directed opposite to the atmospheric pros- 

aw* 0mtdi«mik.     ffrtr tlw wrwswmr* di*te*ibatie5 i2di?st*4 is F^^t?1? 

US, the transport would be directed as shown by the vectors at A, 

* l/Aa has ©eon included ia S* 
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2C0, 2D0 

Rssolsttica of AtaGRf&sas'ie ft—iw Gradient into Ceapc&aata 



B, C m& 0,   HrSagisg water iato iae eolnMt ad&f teat %^£2* tsfeSig 

ess* vets? safefcrsots teat,   lb oalsulata A^, tte wetera sasi tee gifwa 

tte signs shown in Flfura 13.   Sms If Figsara 18 is used as a Bedel, 

and the pressure gradients at A, 8, C end 0 are osasinersd goeiti**. 

sign of ssuA qusatdtp ^ » £g* «a^ te d*t«rad*wd iaov- 
Aa * As| A»B,C a? D 

pen£»&t2y in any given ease* 

isaspls of An Computationi   C^pot&tion 

Sepfesalsar 1949, at "C* nalng ftvs-dsj 

3-? September 1949. 

1010 

of Ij, for the period 4-8 

aasa sea level pressure s&p for 

1015 

1005 

FISOBB 19 

Surface Isobars on D.S.M.E. Five-Day Msaa 
Surface Oaert   for 4-°8 September 1949 



MMtmam m (200 laafeieal a£l#s) %s*?, IzM out mi tfes 

through Stetson "C* (a** Mfora 19) aafi A» (4a ae) £a sMuasarssg e*tf 

tfes distesxses 210, 2B0, 2C0 sa-S 2P0 and aatarod Is eo&esss 1P 2, $ 

aad 4 in T&KS* 9.   fhs Ap5s are tb«a divided by id and »atialiad ty 

10* (aoaversiea of »b ta C,osS, «sita)s aaeh quotient acltipliad by 

its ova absolute valne, preserving ti» sign, sad aater«d la eolaae? 

5, 6, 7 sad 8 of fable 9.   fb« signs of the t@?as are detaraiaed by 

refts-scce to the aodel*   Siter 2a Qolyssa 9 the sus of eoli^as 5, 6, 

7 sad 8.   This is the total vslia&e transport.   Multiply each tarn ia 

eolxsn 9 time E ssd ©sfco* ia colisa 10; vaLtsss 4a solma 10 sir® 

Multiplied tip {%- f20o) found is oolaan 11 to giro the fiaal quantity 

Ag ia eoliaB 12. 

TffiUS 9 

Coapctatioa of ?ertieal 
AdVaction Pa^aaeters 

1949 12 3 4 5 6 

Afc      Apg      Aifc      APfc 
ab        ab        ab       ab (fciftO*  (SlftD 

4-8 Sept.     -0.7     -1.8     -4.0     -3,8     -0.0473 0.3127 

xlO-® xlO•8 

1949 7 8 9 1C1 11 12 

4-8 Sept,   -1.5440      1.3935    0.1149  1.626        6.6 10.73 

a 10-*        a 10-*    s 10-® 

xai 



gfaoe tte ported* ef tla« five-dtp mmwmlaml $?mmi?® Mp 

not tfco *«•» M tissue into wtdsii 'dm %S into mm divided, tSsi A» 

rastdtg «ar* plfltt*4 OR & tl» gr«ph m& values of Ap taw tofeasateM 
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